School Improvement Plan 2018-2019
SCHOOL NAME: The International School at Dundee
Strategic Plan Goals - Vision of the Graduate Capacities: (Right click on the box and select the ✓to identify the capacities that apply)
The Vision of the Graduate provides an aspirational goal linked to community values and expectations for academic, interpersonal, and social skills.

Academic Capacities
Master a Core body of knowledge
Pose and pursue substantive questions
Critically interpret, evaluate, and synthesize information
Explore, define, and solve complex problems
Generate innovative, creative ideas and products
Personal Capacities
Be responsible for their own mental and physical health
Conduct themselves in an ethical and responsible manner
Recognize and respect other cultural contexts and points of view
Pursue their unique interests, passions and curiosities
Respond to failures and successes with reflection and resilience
Interpersonal Capacities

Communicate effectively for a given purpose
Advocate for ideas, causes, and actions
Collaborate with others to produce a unified work and/or heightened understanding
Contribute to community through dialogue, service, and/or leadership
BELIEF STATEMENT LINKING VISION OF THE GRADUATE AND THE KEY LEVERS OF CHANGE:
GOALS:
Goals: (Aligned to District Strategic Plan Goals and written in SMART language,
remember to include your SEL and FaCE goal within the Academic, Personal and

Goal Rationale: (Explain why your building chose each of these goals
and why you believe your goals will help to develop the capacity

Interpersonal goal according to your school needs/priorities)

chosen under the Vision of the Graduate.)

Academic

84% of the students in grades 3-5 will achieve results at/or
above benchmark on the 2019 Math and ELA SBAs.
87% of the students in grades 1 and 2 will achieve results
at/or above benchmark on the Spring administration on
Math and ELA STAR tests.
25% of the students identified as “low Propensity” gr. 2-5
students are expected to achieve high growth on both the
Math and ELA tests.

On the 2018 SBA administration, 83% of the students in grades 3-5
scored at or above the benchmark in both Math and ELA. Although
two-thirds of the cohort group remains the same, with one third
representing this year’s third graders, the staff has confidence that with
their expanding knowledge of personalizing learning, they will exceed
the 2018 results in both areas.
In grades 1 and 2, the staff also demonstrated confidence and an
eagerness to exceed the STAR results received in the spring through
the personalization of learning, especially through the specific element
of “partners in learning”.
25% of the students on both the Math and ELA lists of low propensity
students will achieve high growth on the 2019 SBA.
Accomplishment of these goals will reflect an earnest commitment
toward higher achievement, as indicated by the academic capacities
outlined in the district’s Vision of the Graduate. To support the SIP,
many teachers have aligned their 2018-19 Student Learning Objectives

with the SIP goals.
Personal

Components of the Second Step program will be
ISD chose this goal because the Second Step program will
embedded within the classroom learning experiences (i.e., complement our current approaches to teaching SEL (i.e., IB Learner
community time, class circle, units of study, etc.) this school Profile, District Norms, Mindfulness, PBIS, etc.).
year.
In addition to this, it is the expectation of the District that schools
Students will engage in a pre-assessment for the Second
implement the Second Step program. ISD embeds SEL experiences
Step program at the beginning of the school year and a
within the teaching of their IB units, their community circles and the
post-assessment in the spring of this school year. On the
instruction of the standards. Through these learning experiences,
post assessment, 80% of the students will either
students naturally build and strengthen their skills of demonstrating
demonstrate a minimum of 30% growth from their prerespect, being responsible and curious about their learning and exhibit
assessment to their post-assessment or attain a minimum
resilience.
80% or greater on the summative assessment.

Interpersonal

Parents will receive positive communication regarding their
child from a teacher at a minimum of two times over the
course of the school year (one communication prior to 1/31
and one communication prior to 5/1). Within their
communication to the parent, the teacher will connect one
of the District Norms or IB Learner Profile attributes to the
child’s action and encourage the parent to follow-up with
their child about the District Norm or IB Learner Profile trait
spotlighted.

ACTION PLAN:

This goal was established in response to the spring of 2018 Panorama
Parent Survey. Within this survey it was found that ISD dropped 8
percentage points for the following question, “At your child’s school,
how well does the overall approach to discipline work for your child?”
Through the actions within this goal, parents will experience a broader
understanding of how ISD approaches discipline (i.e., positive
reinforcement, etc.) and supports their child. In addition to this,
engaging in this goal supports Fundamental 2 (Communicating
Effectively) and Fundamental 3 (Supporting Student Success) of the
FaCE rubric.

Action 1:
Goal(s) Addressed: (Right click on the box and
select the ✓to identify the goals that apply)

Academic
Personal
Interpersonal

Timeline

Strategy:

Key Levers of Change Addressed: (Right click on the box and select the ✓to identify the levers of change that apply)
Personalized Learning
Empowering Stakeholders
Reimagine Time and Space
Person(s) Responsible:

(consider how the PL Playbook
influences and supports the adult
actions)

Measures of Success
Impact on Teacher
Practice

Impact on Learners

Status
Update

Sept. 2018 June 2019

During PLC meetings, teachers
will regularly review student
data for the purpose of
adjusting instruction.

Building Administrators,
Teachers

More targeted
instruction, based
on student need, is
provided through
small group
instruction and the
development of
personalized
learning strategies
(i.e., Partners in
Learning)

The instruction
received is
customized and
aligned with personal
need.

Classroom
observations
by: December
2018, March
2019

Sept. 2018 June 2019

Students, in collaboration with
their teachers, will begin
employing the practice of
establishing learning goals and
plans.

Building Administrators,
Teachers

Teachers need an
increased
knowledge of their
students learning
needs and
interests.

Students need to
learn to analyze their
performance and
correlate appropriate
“next steps” toward
greater achievement.

Ongoing
submissions
of the Student
Portfolio:
December
2018, March,

Revisions

2019
Student-led
conferences:
May / June
2019
Sept. 2018 June 2019

Teachers will begin planning
and implementing the use of
playlists and learning menus.

Teachers, District Coaches

Teachers need to
allocate more time
to planning and
identifying
appropriate
resources and
activities for their
students based on
specific need.

Students need to
reflect on their
learning needs and
choose accordingly.

Classroom
observations
by: December
2018, March
2019
Playlists
implemented
by June, 2019

Teachers access
playlists through
Schoology for
consideration of
implementation.
Sept. 2018 June 2019

Teachers will explore, plan
and/or implement the practice
of rotation stations as an option
for providing meaningful
activities and choices to
students.

Teachers, District Coaches

Teachers will train
with district coaches
on the practice of
rotation stations in
at least one
academic area.

The strategy/format
is conducive to
fostering
independence and
self-direction.

Classroom
observations
by: March
2019

Teachers need to
orient, introduce
and direct students
to the expectations
associated with this
classroom strategy.
COMMUNICATION PLAN:
DATE

[delivery or
deadline
date]

EVENT/MILESTONE

What task needs to be
performed or information
collected? What message or
information needs to be
delivered?

LEAD
MESSENGER

Who is responsible for
executing? Who
supports and in what
role?

TARGET AUDIENCE

Who are you targeting
for obtaining or
delivering information?

COMMUNICATIONS
CHANNEL/S

How will you deliver your
message, or obtain necessary
information? What comm.
channels will you use?

FORMAT

Date Accomplished

In what format will you
present your message,
considering audience,
purpose and channel/s?

[MONTH or PHASE]
December
2018

Review of fall test and survey
results and other data
collection through progress
monitoring.

Personalized Learning
Committee (WAVE 2)

Teachers

Professional Learning Community meetings
(grade level)

Meeting
discussion
s, data
tables.

March
2018

Review of winter test and
survey results and other data
collection through progress
monitoring.

Personalized Learning
Committee (WAVE 2)

Teachers

Professional Learning Community meetings
(grade level)

Meeting
discussion
s, data
tables.

October
2018

2018-19 SIP Goals and the
development process will be
introduced at Open House.

Principal

Parents

Powerpoint Presentation

Large
group
audience

October 11, 2018

December
2018

2018-19 SIP goals, along with
SBA and STAR results will be
presented at a PTA meeting.

Principal

Parents

Powerpoint Presentation

Large
group
audience

